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Consisting of more than 800 islands surrounded by extensive coral reefs the Myeik Archipelago in 
the Andaman Sea has emerged as a priority area for marine conservation in its own right and for its 
potential role in replenishing coral reefs throughout the Andaman Sea. The Myeik Archipelago has 
also been proposed as having potential for future world heritage inscription and has been included 
on the WHS tentative list.  
In February 2014, a research cruises organized by IUCN as part of the Bay of Bengal Large Marine 
Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project supported activities to survey the coral reefs and associated organisms 
in the southern Myeik Archipelago to guide and inform future conservation efforts in the region. In 
March 2014, FFI also organized a liveaboard survey with international scientists in the northern part 
of Myeik Archipelago. Initial findings show a wide range in coral reef health status with some sites 
significantly impacted due to a combination of coral bleaching events, dynamite (blast) fishing and 
sustained fishing pressure. Of these, the impacts of dynamite fishing were found to be the most 
serious and far-reaching. Pervasive use of explosives, poisons and drift nets and the targeting of 
high-value species like sharks and groupers has devastated the fish populations and destroyed the 
corals that support marine productivity. The result is once vibrant coral communities replaced by 
wastelands of algae and sea urchins and supporting low diversity, low biomass populations of low 
value fish. 
But the Archipelago can recover with appropriate management. Management models that include 
mosaics of protected areas, partnerships between the tourism industry and local people, and 
government efforts to cease IUU fishing could make a huge difference. 
The role that Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) can play in promoting the health of our coastal and 
marine ecosystems has been recognized at the highest levels. The World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, the IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas, the Convention on Biological 
Diversity and the G8 group of nations have all called for establishment of a global system of MPA 
networks by the year 2012. The challenge to meet these commitments is on-going.  
MPAs are also one of the tools under the Ecosystem Approach for Fisheries (EAF) that all countries 
including Myanmar have committed to implement through various international instruments. 
Furthermore, MPAs prove to be significant in promoting local economy through coastal and marine 
tourism.  
There is currently very little understanding and experience of Marine Protected Area (MPA) 
management in Myanmar. And this is particularly true within the Tanintharyi Division Government 
where many of the decisions impacting the use of the archipelago are being made. It is in this 
context that BOBLME has asked IUCN/FFI to support a workshop that would clarify MPA concepts, 
features and approaches and provide an opportunity to advocate MPA management as an option for 
the Myeik Archipelago. In this respect an MPA workshop targeting capacity development of planning 
and policy makers of the Tanintharyi Division, with specific interest for influencing future 
conservation management of the Myeik Archipelago has been organized. 
This workshop aimed to share the current scientific assessment data on the archipelago and explore 
international best practice on MPA management, drawing on a number of international case studies 
and experiences. For policy makers, conservationists and natural resource managers, identifying the 
conservation actions needed to establish MPAs and MPA networks can be a difficult process, this 
workshop was a start to shed some light on the current situation and explore how the MPA 
management process can offer a way forward. 
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1.2. Objectives of the workshop 
 Provide an overview of the biophysical characteristics of the Myeik Archipelago 
marine ecosystem and the features that make the archipelago an important area for 
biodiversity 
 Strengthen knowledge and understanding of Marine Protected Areas (MPA) 
management as an approach for mitigating resource use conflicts, conserving 
biodiversity, improving fisheries and providing opportunities for sustainable coastal 
tourism development 
 Share lessons and practical experiences of MPA management from the Asia-Pacific 
region - case studies analysis 
 Identify a long-term vision and road map for developing capacity for MPA 
management for the Myeik Archipelago 
1.3. Workshop agenda 
Day 1: Introduction, workshop overview, keynote addresses and introduction to MPA management 
Time Agenda item Lead 
Introduction 
08:30 – 09:00 Registration 
09:00 – 09:15 Welcome and opening remarks by His Excellency 
U Khin Maung Aye, Deputy Minister of the Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
His Excellency U Khin 
Maung Aye 
09:15 – 09:30 Key note speech by the representative from Fauna and 
Flora International (FFI) 
Frank Momberg 
09:30 – 09:45 Opening remark by International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 
Maeve Nightingale 
09:45 – 10:15 Group photo/coffee  
Overview results from rapid assessments Myeik Archipelago: Biophysical and socio-economic and situation 
analysis 
10:15 - 10:45 
 
Overview of marine resources, protected areas and 
measures of protection on marine resources in Myeik 
Archipelago 
Dr Htun Thein, 
Department of Fisheries 
10:45 - 11:15 Results of rapid assessment PSU/IUCN Dr James True  
11:15 - 11:45 Results of rapid assessments FFI Rob Howard  
11:45 - 12:15 Presentation of Myeik situation analysis report 
 Update overall situation, conservation status of 
key resources and recommendation for actions 
Dr Panwad Wongthong 
 
 
12:15 – 13:15 Lunch 
Showing of DVD on archipelago biodiversity 




Introducing MPA management as part of an integrated management solution for Myeik Archipelago. 
13:15 - 13:45 
 
Works in MPA management in Bay of Bengal region 
promoted by BOBLME Project 
C.M. Muralidharan  
13:45 - 14:45 
 
Introducing MPA management - an approach for 
securing biodiversity status for Myeik Archipelago and 
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14:45 - 15:15 
 
Principles in developing MPA network 
 Resilient MPA design principle (replication, 
representation, risk-spreading, effective 
management) 
 The use of LMMA as network to support fisheries 
and conservation 






15:15 - 15:45 
 
MPA development next steps - Summary and analysis 
of uses and key issues affecting biodiversity in the 
Myeik Archipelago and ways forward for protecting 
the biodiversity and long term sustainable 
development interests of the archipelago with specific 
reference to experience from the Andaman Sea. 
Frank Momberg  
 
 
15:45 – 16:00 Coffee break  
16:00 - 16:30 Discussion/Q & A 
Discussion scenarios/outlook for the Myeik 
Archipelago - broad visioning exercise 
 
(Group 1. Fisheries, Group 2. Biodiversity research 
Group 3. Livelihood opportunities) 
 
16:30 - 17:15 Report back   
17:15 Closing of day 1  
 
Day 2: Case studies and presentations of group discussions 
Time  Agenda item  Lead  
Introduction to MPA management: Best practice for establishing successful MPAs - Case study analysis 
09:00 - 09:15 Recap day 1 and overview of day 2 Zau Lunn  
09:15 - 10:15 
 
(1) Case study: small-scaled, community-based MPA  
A case of Apo Island, Philippines 
Maeve Nightingale 
10:00 - 10:45 
 
(2) Case study: large-scaled, regional MPA 
A case of Coral Triangle Initiative and Great Barrier 
Reef 
Petch and James  
10:45 - 11:00 Coffee break  
11:00 – 11:45 
 
(3) Case study on MPA and fisheries management:  
integrating fisheries management into marine 
reserve design and MPA development 
Stephen Box 
 
11:45 - 12:30  
 
(4) MPAs and tourism development:  
Maldives - protecting sharks and rays, house reefs 
tourist resorts  
Examples of appropriate and inappropriate tourism 
development in Thailand  
Dr Panwad Wongthong 
 
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch  
13:30 - 14:15 
 
(5) The Andaman MPAs in Thailand: case studies of 
the world heritage nomination, MPA management 
effectiveness evaluation and Green fins programme  
Petch Manopawitr 
14:15 - 14:30 
 
Summary key messages/lessons from day 2 case 
studies 
Maeve Nightingale 
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14:30 - 14:45 Coffee break  
14:45 - 16:15  Vision for the Myeik Archipelago  
Identifying short - (1-3 year) and medium-term (3-5 
year) steps/towards achieving the vision 
(outcomes/pre-conditions) 
Small group discussions lead 
by resource people 
16:15 - 16:45  Working group feedback   
16:45 - 17:00 Synthesis of workshop findings Maeve Nightingales 
17:00 - 17:15 Closing remarks  U Tin Soe, Forest Minister of 
the Tanintharyi Region 
2. Speeches and presentations 
2.1. Opening speech by His Excellency U Khin Maung Aye, Deputy Minister of the 
Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
His Excellency U Khin Maung Aye expressed the importance of MPAs as one of the potential 
management tools for sustainable fisheries and also promoting the health of coastal and marine 
ecosystems. He also mentioned that this workshop is very important as it will provide benefits to 
Myanmar in the form of baseline information, methodologies for ecological assessment and 
guidelines for better management of fisheries and appropriate implementation of MPAs for fisheries 
management and conservation. The Deputy Minister also pointed out that every participant should 
take messages from this workshop as technical guidelines on MPAs and fisheries management. 
2.2. Key notes speech by the representative from FFI  
Frank Momberg from FFI Myanmar programme explained the past and current marine conservation 
programmes implemented in Myanmar - workshops and trainings, coral surveys and results, priority 
sites for establishment of Locally Managed Marine Areas (LMMAs) in collaboration with local 
communities based on series of survey results conducted by FFI and IUCN and plan of pilot LMMA 
that will be implemented in the Myeik Archipelago. 
2.3. Key notes speech by the representative from IUCN  
Maeve Nightingale on behalf of IUCN and Mangroves for the Future (MFF) said that this workshop 
exploring the role of MPAs for the conservation of biodiversity for the long term sustainability of 
fisheries and other sectors in Myanmar is one of a series of activities that IUCN has supported since 
the initial support in the aftermath of cyclone Nargis in 2008. She provided information that just last 
month the MFF National coordinating body in Myanmar established to drive the process of 
addressing strategic coastal management needs and project investments in Myanmar. She 
mentioned that the role that MPAs can play in promoting the health of the coastal and marine 
ecosystems has been recognized at the highest levels. The World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, the IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas, the Convention on Biological 
Diversity and the G8 group of nations called for establishment of a global system of MPA networks 
by the year 2012. Objectives of this workshop were clarified. At the end she also pointed out the 
complexity of issues of coastal resources management that they cannot be addressed by a single 
sector, ministry or department, rather we must include civil society and private sectors. She hoped 
that this workshop would lead to identifying appropriate management solutions including 
consideration for how protected areas might be adapted in Myanmar. 
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2.4. Overview of marine resources in Myanmar by Dr Htun Thein  
Dr Htun Thein from the Department of Fisheries presented the activities relevant to marine 
conservation in Myanmar, fisheries laws and regulations, November and December 2013 RV 
Dr Fridtjof Nansen survey results. He suggested that surveys should be done in pre-and 
post-monsoon in order to complete the data set. Concerns over coastal and marine ecosystems in 
Myanmar involve overfishing, pollution from marine transportation, sewage and industrial waste, 
and oil and gas exploration. He indicated that MPA designation in Myanmar is essential to improve 
fisheries, ecological integrity and well-being of local communities who are depending on fishery 
resources. 
2.5. Preliminary data from survey cruises to the Myeik Archipelago by Dr James True  
James True from the Prince of Songkla University, Thailand presented the preliminary survey results 
from survey cruises to the Myeik Archipelago in February and March 2014 which was done in 
collaboration between IUCN and FFI and supported by the Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem 
(BOBLME) Project. He explained that site selection for rapid ecological assessment was based on 
recreational diving route. Hard corals and soft corals are both under stressors from destructive 
fishing and illegal fishing. The most diverse and healthy coral communities are in shallow-turbid 
water and mid-shelf group. It is likely that healthier reefs can be found in the north more than in the 
southern Myeik Archipelago. He suggested that reefs are extremely patchy so it is hard to define 
priority sites for reef conservation. However, as noted by Dr James True, it is important and urgent 
for Myanmar to protect and promote the conservation of coral reefs in the Myeik Archipelago. 
2.6. Results of rapid assessment in Myeik Archipelago by Robert Howard  
Robert Howard from FFI Myanmar programme presented survey results conducted by FFI Myanmar 
programme in Myeik Archipelago from January 2013 to May 2014. Mr Howard suggested that coral 
health indicator species like crown of thorns and long-spined sea urchin are found in the 
archipelago, indicating overfishing and degraded corals. Anchor damage on corals was observed 
closer to the mainland as compared to damage by dynamite fishing which was spotted far offshore. 
Overall reef resilience in the archipelago is average to below average. Sites that have low coral cover 
but high potential for recovery can be priority sites for conservation. He suggested that LMMAs in 
collaboration with local communities and concerned government departments is the most 
appropriate approach for conserving coral reefs. The key site proposed is La Ngan group (The Sisters 
Is). 
2.7. Situational analysis of Myeik Archipelago by Dr Panwad Wongthong  
Panwad Wongthong from IUCN presented a situational analysis of Myeik Archipelago. She presented 
current state of coastal and marine resources including mangroves, coral reefs, seagrass beds, 
fishery resources, shorebirds and marine cetaceans. Issues confronting the Myeik Archipelago are 
coastal land-use change, overfishing, IUU fishing, unplanned economic development and natural 
disasters and climate change induced impacts. She emphasized that constraints and obstructing 
factors for the conservation and management of coastal and marine resources in the archipelago are 
limited information, knowledge and understanding about coastal and marine ecosystems; 
inadequate capacity of line departments; gaps in laws and enforcement; weak governance; 
insufficient grass-root support for conservation; and limited coordination and articulation between 
and within agencies. All of these issues need to be addressed and the effective management of 
MPAs was suggested. 
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2.8. Coastal and marine spatial planning: a tool for integrated coastal management by 
Maeve Nightingale  
Maeve Nightingale from IUCN gave a general overview of how the marine resources have been used 
by multiple sectors. She provided definition and purpose of marine spatial planning, as well as 
examples of common resource use conflicts in coastal and marine areas. She explained how marine 
spatial planning and zoning address resource use management, with a case study of Rhode Island 
spatial area management plan.  
2.9. Marine Protected Areas: design and management by Petch Manopawitr  
Petch Manopawitr from IUCN began his presentation with major threats to coastal and marine 
ecosystems, followed by different types and categories of MPAs and the benefits of MPAs to the 
local communities, biodiversity and ecosystem and revenues of the country from nature based 
recreation and tourism. He provided evidence that MPAs have proven effective in restoring marine 
resources, preventing coral loss and supporting nearby fisheries. Mr Manopawitr emphasized that 
the primary goal of MPAs is to conserve biological diversity but there are many other societal goals 
which MPAs contribute to as well. All of these needs to be considered in the design of MPAs and 
MPA networks - there can be many goals: ecological, social and economic. Brief overview of resilient 
MPAs and MPA networks was also presented.  
2.10. MPA/LMMA development next step by Frank Momberg  
Frank Momberg from FFI-Myanmar programme explained how to develop LMMAs and MPAs in 
Myeik Archipelago from technical point of view. He proposed over ten priority sites for conservation 
of coral reefs, mangroves, seagrass and mudflats in the Myeik Archipelago, both offshore and on the 
mainland coasts. Sites to develop LMMAs were identified as for those reefs with potential to recover 
and close to the village and also present cooperative fishing communities. According to 
Mr Momberg, next steps are to develop an enabling environment to establish MPAs/LMMAs; create 
a taskforce to establish LMMAs, implement pilot LMMA establishment which involves identifying 
stakeholders, marine resource use mapping with communities, identifying zoning system within 
LMMA and developing rules and regulations for LMMA. 
2.11. Works in MPA management in Bay of Bengal region promoted by BOBLME Project 
by C. M. Muralidharan  
C. M. Muralidharan from BOBLME Project explained major areas of works in environment and 
fisheries in the region supported by BOBLME, objectives of components and relevant component to 
MPA works in the region and activities in each of the countries in the region supported by BOBLME. 
He introduced two major outputs from BOBLME - Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis (TDA), a report 
on the major transboundary issues and their causes and Strategic Action Programme (SAP), a 
(strategic action) plan for addressing the major transboundary issues and their causes. The MPA 
related activities of the BOBLME Project range from establishing an MPA atlas and web portal for the 
entire Bay of Bengal, to national initiatives of developing an MPA legal framework and to assessing 
status, impacts and management effectiveness. 
2.12. Case study I - Apo Island, Philippines: small-scale, community-based MPA by 
Maeve Nightingale  
Maeve Nightingale from IUCN utilized a short video to present the small-scale community based 
MPA established at Apo Island in the Philippines and benefits to the community in terms of 
socio-economic and biodiversity after establishment of MPA. Key factors contributing to the success 
of Apo Island MPA are, for example, ideas from outside which stimulate shared awareness, exposure 
trip to see an MPA in action in other places, visionary and committed village leader, homogeneous 
island population, community driven process from the start, a highly committed and supportive 
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academic institution, local government support, clear ownership and boundaries, agreement on 
rules, enforcement of rule and confidence and experience to manage new issues arising. Most 
recent challenge for Apo Island was thought to be climate change and extreme weather events in 
2011-2012. 
2.13. Case study II - Coral Triangle Initiative and Great Barrier Reef: large-scale, regional 
MPA by Dr James True - Prince of Songkla University 
Dr James True from the Prince of Songkla University explained the relationship between coral 
community of Myeik Archipelago and corals in the Andaman Sea and importance of conservation of 
corals in the Myeik Archipelago for the biodiversity in the region from technical point of view. He 
presented impacts on corals from the 2010 mass bleaching event that Andaman reefs were severely 
affected by bleaching mortality - many species went locally extinct with northern Andaman reefs 
being worse affected than southern. Dr True showed results from the surveys in 2012 and 2013 
demonstrating coral recovery. Components of resilience in the context of recovery were described. 
It was found that replenishment is occurring but not evenly. He indicated that compared with the 
Thai reefs, many of the areas with high cover of dead coral in Myeik actually have high recovery 
potential because of strong recruitment. So the replenishment of northern offshore islands in 
Thailand must come from the north (the Myeik Archipelago). 
2.14. Case study III - MPA and fisheries management: Integrating fisheries management 
into marine reserve design and MPA development by Dr Stephen Box - 
Smithsonian Institution 
Dr Stephen Box from the Smithsonian Marine Station presented how to integrate fisheries 
management to marine reserve design and Marine Protected Area development from a technical 
point of view and usefulness of science in decision making guided by international best practices. He 
emphasized the importance of managing human behaviour together with understanding the marine 
environment. Case studies of marine reserve design were presented using the knowledge of how 
fishers use habitat and connectivity of habitat and the monitoring of chemical signature. Dr Box 
indicated that socio-ecological systems are essential for management decisions. 
2.15. Case study IV - MPAs and tourism development by Dr Panwad Wongthong – IUCN 
Dr Panwad Wongthong from IUCN explained how to develop tourism in the MPAs. She provided 
information on global net benefits of reef tourism and a wide range of economic values of reef 
tourism. Impacts from reef tourism worldwide were presented with a case study of Koh Phi Phi in 
Thailand. Limited knowledge and awareness surrounding the sustainability concept, economic driven 
society, gaps in legislation, weak enforcement and limited coordination between line departments 
are major factors to unsustainable management of reef tourism. Sustainable tourism concepts based 
on sustainability and stakeholder theory was described along with benefits from tourism to MPAs 
and MPAs to tourism. Payment for Ecosystem Services (PESs) was introduced. Dr Wongthong 
presented a case study of Maldives tourism management scheme as appropriate model to conserve 
marine resources and manage potential marine tourism in the Myeik Archipelago. 
2.16. Case study V - The Andaman MPAs in Thailand: case studies of the World heritage 
nomination, MPA management effectiveness evaluation and Green Fins 
programme by Petch Manopawitr  
Petch Manopawitr from IUCN presented the development processes and lessons learned from MPAs 
of Thailand in Andaman Sea and recommended how to develop MPAs in the Myeik Archipelago. He 
provided an introduction of Thailand’s MPAs and Andaman Bioregion. Major challenges included 
resource overexploitation, tourism/development pressures, pollution, governance (overlapping 
jurisdiction), unknown MPAs effectiveness and climate change impacts. Marine SMART Patrol, Green 
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Fins and Reef Guardians, and Management Effectiveness Evaluation are key management responses. 
Mr Manopawitr emphasized the need for developing resilient MPA networks and the need for 
transboundary conservation and large scale marine spatial planning. 
3. Group discussion  
3.1. Day 1 - Fisheries, biodiversity and livelihood 
Fisheries 
All participants agreed that fishery is declining in the region in in-shore and off-shore fisheries. A 
kind of protected area system such as Marine Protected Area should be established urgently to 
manage aquatic resources. Closed season or closed area should be established. Main threats 
relevant to fisheries are the use of dynamite fishing, destructive fishing gears and techniques, baby 
trawls/bottom trawl fishing near shore, coastal zones development, weak law enforcement, limited 
opportunity for grass-root conservation efforts, very few alternative livelihood opportunities, no 
transparency of business development, sand mining activities, charcoal production, illegal logging, 
development of rubber and oil palm plantations on the land, oil and gas exploration in the sea and 
sediment runoff. Management of fisheries requires good coordination between FD and DoF. 
Capacity development in the long-term basis is necessary – not only short-term project-based 
support. Education sector should be encouraged to be part of conservation activities. The group 
agreed that LMMAs establishment would lead to positive outcomes, but only if it involves and 
includes consultation with local communities e.g. identify priority areas for conservation and map 
fishing grounds. Supports from overseas in term of trainings and expertise are needed.  
Biodiversity 
Mangrove forests, seagrass beds and coral reefs situated in the Tanintharyi Region are important 
habitats for various kinds of aquatic organisms. Shark sanctuaries are already designated and those 
sanctuaries should be managed properly with effective law enforcement. Boundary and 
management guidelines of existing MNP (Lampi) should be made known to the public. Research and 
baseline data gathering on biodiversity must be conducted with concerted efforts of FD, DoF, 
university and NGOs. Communication channels to encourage community participation and support 
educational campaign are important. Given the weak law enforcement in the country, conservation 
initiatives can be promoted by community and private sectors. The group agreed that protection of 
economically important fish species is essential for livelihood of local communities. 
Livelihood 
Participants suggested that aquaculture, seaweed culture and other suitable alternative livelihoods 
should be explored for the communities to manage or control habitat loss in the region. Tourism 
development is emerging in the region, however, will take some time to play a significant role in the 
economy due to the remoteness, difficulty to access and limited resources. Despite the limitations, 
proper management control should be in place, and the public should be aware of any large scale 
tourism development plan in the archipelago. Ecotourism within and outside the boundary of 
protected areas should be encouraged. Knowledge and education to the communities in relation to 
sustainability concept and wise use of resources is needed. Because of the limited funding support, 
university researchers cannot undertake field research and publish their work effectively. Academic 
and university staff appear to be interested in working with international research networking.  
3.2. Day 2 - Vision for the Myeik Archipelago 
Short term (1 to 3 years) 
La Ngann Island was thought to be a good site for pilot initiative for LMMA establishment. Steering 
committee and task force for MPAs establishment should be organized composing of all concerned 
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stakeholders including government departments, business people, local communities and national 
and international NGOs. Existing protected areas in the Myeik Archipelago should be managed 
effectively. 
Long term 
National World Heritage Site should be established in the Myeik Archipelago. Establishment of 
additional marine parks or community-based conservation areas should be promoted. Actions must 
be taken to support the transboundary conservation between Myanmar and Thailand. 
Other issues 
Nested approach should be applied within government framework such as co-management of 
government and civil societies. Union coastal zone act is essential in managing resources in the 
coastal zones. Community stewardship law is required in order to work effectively between 
government departments and communities. Cooperation between Myanmar and Thailand is needed 
to combat illegal fishing activities. Every participant agreed that the establishment of MPAs would 
help reduce resource use conflicts, promote sustainable fishing, protect habitats and conserve 
biodiversity in the Myeik Archipelago. Bringing together of policy makers, managers, commercial 
operators and conservationists in this forum enabled participants to agree on important next steps 
to achieve these goals: 
 Mapping resource uses across Myeik Archipelago; fisheries, energy exploration, future 
tourism etc; 
 Engaging private sector in dialogues on the sustainability of commercial fisheries; 
 Piloting and establishing MPAs especially LMMAs in key sites, with the workshop 
recommending La Ngann Island Group as the first site to be established; 
 Developing resilient MPA networks and transboundary conservation and large scale marine 
spatial planning; and 
 Identifying potential solutions for collecting and analysing large data sets to understand and 
improve the situation of commercial fisheries in Myanmar. 
4. Closing the workshop 
His Excellency U Tin Soe, the Forest and Mining Minister of the Tanintharyi Region expressed his 
gratitude to the workshop participants for enthusiastic discussions to improve fisheries and 
livelihood of local communities in the region. He summarized that MPAs is an appropriate tool for 
effective conservation of marine resources, and there is potential for reef-based dive tourism 
development in the region. The Forest Minister also indicated that the recommendations made in 
this workshop are very important for the strategic planning of Tanintharyi Region and must be 
followed up to achieve the goal of protecting marine resources and managing the Myanmar coastal 
zones. 
5. Output/outcomes of the workshop 
An overview of the biophysical characteristics of the Myeik Archipelago marine ecosystems and the 
features that make the archipelago an important area for biodiversity were presented by various 
speakers from FFI, PSU, IUCN, DoF and Smithsonian. Participants from various sectors including 
government, universities, private sectors, civil society and NGOs had an opportunity to learn and 
verify results from the rapid ecological assessments from a number of expedition cruises conducted 
in the region between 2011 and 2014. It has been recognized that fishery resources have been in 
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decline and the major threats to Myanmar coastal zones are overfishing, the use of destructive and 
illegal fishing gears and destruction of habitats. The information presented at the workshop can be 
used as the essential scientific baseline data underpinning for management decision for the 
sustainability of the natural resources of the Myeik Archipelago. The concept and practice of MPAs 
was introduced together with case studies analysis - lessons and practical experiences - of MPA 
management from other countries in the Asia-Pacific region. The participants have increased 
knowledge and understanding of MPAs as one of the management tools for mitigating resource use 
conflicts, improving fisheries, conserving biodiversity and providing opportunities for sustainable 
coastal tourism development. A long-term vision and practical steps for Myanmar in adopting MPAs 
have been explored and discussed. Active participation can be seen during the group discussions. 
The participants suggested that capacity development is required, and sustaining livelihoods / food 
security as well as exploring alternative livelihoods is imperative. There is strong interest in applying 
MPAs management in the archipelago; from community protected areas, protected areas for 
fisheries management, to larger scale marine spatial planning that balances interests of multiple 
sectors. Every participant agreed that MPAs would help minimize problems currently facing the 
archipelago and ensure the sustainability of marine resource use. Working with the communities 
and local authorities to protect resources and conserve biodiversity in the form of LMMAs was 
thought to be appropriate and practical to begin in the near future for the Myeik Archipelago. To 
achieve the goal, support from development partners and INGOs is important. At the same time, 
better coordination among relevant agencies, participation of all stakeholders, good governance and 
transparency are prerequisites. 
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Appendix I List of participants 
No. Name Designation Organization/department 
Government departments (35) 
1 U Khin Maung Aye Union Deputy Minister 
Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural 
Development 
2 U Tin Soe Regional Minister 
Ministry of Forest and Mine, Tanintharyi 
Regional Government 
3 U Myint Zin Htoo Director 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
4 U Htun Win Myint 
Director, Tanintharyi 
Region 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
5 U Nyunt Win Deputy Director 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
6 Daw Nilar Kywe Deputy Director 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
7 U Myint Shwe 
Assistant Director, Myeik 
District 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
8 U Soe Myint Thein Assistant Director 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
9 U Hlwan Moe Zaw 
Assistant Director, 
Kawthaung District 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
10 Dr Htun Thein Assistant Director 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
11 U Soe Thant Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
12 U Tin Win Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
13 U Than Lwin Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
14 U San Maung oo Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
15 U Thein Naing Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
16 U Nyunt Lin Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
17 U Soe Naing Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
18 U Tun Naung Oo Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
19 U Soe Win Township Officer 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
20 U Aung Naing Htun Deputy Director 
Rural Development Department, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
21 U Aye Naing Assistant Director 
Rural Development Department, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
22 U Kyaw Kyaw 
Director, Tanintharyi 
Region 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
23 U Aik Sin 
Assistant Director, 
Kawthaung District 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
24 U Hla Khaing Township Officer 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
25 U Antt Zaw Htun Township Officer 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
26 U Aung Zaw Htoo Township Officer Forest Department, Ministry of 
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No. Name Designation Organization/department 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
27 U Maung Maung Thet Township Officer 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
28 U Myint Zaw Township Officer 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
29 U Sein Win Township Officer 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
30 U Min Aung Kyaw Oo Township Officer 
Forest Department, Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
31 Daw Zin Mar Win Deputy Staff Officer 
Environmental Conservation Department, 
Ministry of Environmental Conservation and 
Forestry 
32 U Aung Kyaw Htun 
District Officer, Myeik 
District 
Administrative Department, Ministry of Home 
Affairs 




Commander Myanmar Navy 
35 U Thet Naing Htwe Regional Officer 
Tourism department, Ministry of Hotel and 
Tourism 
University (29) 
36 Dr Naw La Pwe Phaw Head of the Department Zoology Department, Myeik University 
37 Dr Myint Myint Naing Lecturer Zoology Department, Myeik University 
38 Dr Yin Win Htun Assistant Lecturer Zoology Department, Myeik University 
39 Dr Khin Swe Oo Assistant Lecturer Zoology Department, Myeik University 
40 Dr Min Min Thein Demonstrator Zoology Department, Myeik University 
41 Dr Thadar Aye Demonstrator Zoology Department, Myeik University 
42 Dr Nyo Nyo Tun Lecturer Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
43 Dr Zin Lin Khaing Assistant Lecturer Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
44 Dr Wah Wah Soe Assistant Lecturer Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
45 U Soe Win Assistant Lecturer Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
46 Daw Lei Wai Nwe Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
47 Daw Kay Khaing Soe Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
48 
Daw Khin May Chit 
Maung 
Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
49 U Zarni Ko Ko Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
50 Daw Tin Tin Kyu Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
51 Daw Wai Zar Phyo Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
52 Daw Sapal Soe Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
53 U Kyaw Thura Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
54 U Si Thu Hein Demonstrator Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
55 Ma Chaw Su Oo M.Sc (first year) Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
56 Ma Ei The Phyu M.Sc (first year) Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
57 Ma Pan Mo Mo M.Sc (first year) Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
58 Maung Pyae Son Aung M.Sc (second year)  Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
59 Ma Mi Mi Aung M.Sc (second year)  Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
60 Maung Thu Aung M. Research Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
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No. Name Designation Organization/department 
61 Ma Zin Mi Soe Honours class Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
62 Ma Kay Zin Sint Honours class Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
63 Maung Htet Nay Wun Honours class Marine Science Department, Myeik University 
64 Daw Cho Win Nwe Lecturer Department of Geography, Myeik University 
Business companies (7) 
65 U San Maung Director Khaing Zin Yaw Co. Ltd. 
66 U Maung Gyi Managing Director Lobster and Mud grouper Business 
67 U Hla Yon  Fisheries Business 
68 U Wai Lin Aung  Fisheries Business 
69 U Kyaw Shein Manager Htoo Htoo Toe Co. Ltd. 
70 U Zin Min Latt  MCCI 
71 U Aung Min Thu  MSPP 
Civil societies, local NGOs and international NGOs (22) 
72 U Hla Than Chairman 
Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar Fisheries 
Federation 
73 U Kyaw Kyaw Deputy Chairman 
Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar Fisheries 
Federation 
74 U Tun Aung Kyaw Secretary 
Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar Fisheries 
Federation 
75 U Thet Soe Secretary 
Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar Fisheries 
Federation 
76 U Thaung Myint Auditor 
Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar Fisheries 
Federation 
77 U Pe Lwin Member Dawei District, Myanmar Fisheries Federation 
78 U Soe Win Patron Squid Association 
79 U Kyaw Win Chairman Squid Association 
80 U Min Min Tun Secretary Squid Association 
81 U Than Tun Oo Member Squid Association 
82 Dr Swe Thwin 
Head of the Department 
(Retired), Marine Science 
Department 
Marine Science Association, Myanmar 
83 U Saw Han Shein 
Rector (Retired), 
Mawlamyine University 
Marine Science Association, Myanmar 
84 U Tint Tun Member Marine Science Association, Myanmar 
85 U Hla Win 
Deputy Director General 
(Retired) 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
86 U Khin Maung Win Director (Retired) 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
87 U Mya Than Tun Director (Retired) 
Department of Fisheries, Ministry of 
Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
88 Daw Sapal Lin Member Dawei Research Association 
89 U Tin Ko Ko  88 Generation, Myeik 
90 U Arkar Zaw  88 Generation, Myeik 
91 U Thant Zin Oo  88 Generation, Myeik 
92 Milo Todeschini Country Representative OIKOS 
93 Aung Soe Oo Project Coordinator OIKOS 
Host organizations and presenters (17) 




95 Robert Howard Marine Technical Adviser FFI - Myanmar Program 
96 Zau Lunn 
Marine Programme 
Coordinator 
FFI - Myanmar Program 
97 Antt maung Marine Biologist FFI - Myanmar Program 
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No. Name Designation Organization/department 
98 Salai Mon Nyi Nyi Lin Marine Biologist FFI - Myanmar Program 
99 Soe Thiha LMMA facilitator FFI - Myanmar Program 
100 Soe Tint Aung Marine Biologist FFI - Myanmar Program 
101 Nyein Chan Marine Biologist FFI - Myanmar Program 
102 Naw Eh Soe Book keeper FFI - Myanmar Program 
103 Jake Brunner  IUCN 
104 Petch Manopawitr Deputy IUCN – SEA 




106 James True  IUCN – PSU 
107 Panwad Wongthong  IUCN 
108 Julia Fogerite  IUCN 
109 Steve Box  Smithsonian Institution 
110 C. M. Muralidharan  BOBLME 
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Appendix II Speeches and workshop presentations 
Opening speech by His Excellency U Khin Maung Aye, Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Livestock, 
Fisheries and Rural Development 
Ladies and Gentlemen Good Morning, 
On the behalf of Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development and also on my own behalf, I 
am pleased to welcome you to this Workshop on Marine Protected Areas. I would like to take this 
opportunity to express my sincere thanks to our honourable speakers and organizers such as Fauna 
and Flora International (FFI) and International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) for their 
activities with such dedication not only to make a success but also having put in a great deal of effort 
to enable this event actually taking place. 
As you may know, Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) are zones of the seas and coasts where wildlife is 
protected from damage and disturbance. So, why do we need MPAs? Marine Protected Areas are 
essential for healthy, functioning and resilient ecosystems, but some human activities damage or 
cause disturbance to marine habitats and their species. In order to make a healthy ocean, MPAs 
enable us a lot - specifically for example; 
 Protect and restore the ecosystems in our seas and around our coasts. 
 Ensure that the species and habitats found there can thrive and are not threatened or 
damaged. 
 Maintain a diverse range of marine life that can be resistant to changes brought about by 
physical disturbance, pollution and climate change. 
 Provide areas where the public can enjoy a healthy marine environment learn about marine 
life and enjoy activities such as diving, photography, exploring rock pools and coastal walking 
and, 
 Provide natural areas for scientific study. 
Therefore, using the Marine Protected Area is one of the potential management tools for 
sustainable fisheries and also promoting the health of our coastal and marine ecosystems as the 
highest level. 
Every participant knew that a marine ecosystem survey with RV Dr Fridtjof Nansen has been 
conducted in three Myanmar coastal regions from 13 November to 18 December 2013, it took 38 
days. In the period 1979-1980, such kind of research was also conducted. When we compare with 
last 30 years observed results, marine fishery resources was decreased in all areas. So, it is indicating 
that the action on fisheries management and conservation is great needed using by powerful tools. 
That is why, as I mentioned early, using the MPAs can play in promoting health of our coastal and 
marine ecosystem. 
As background to this Workshop, Myeik Archipelago has consisting more than 800 islands 
surrounded by extensive coral reefs, and has emerged as a priority area for marine conservation in 
Myanmar, and listed in Word Heritage, so I believe that Myeik Archipelago is a very good driving 
force to the implementing of Marine Protected Area in Myanmar. 
So, objectives of this Workshop are very important component, and it is to be provided benefits to 
Myanmar in the form of enhanced information, methodologies and guidelines for better 
management of fisheries and for appropriate implementation of MPAs for fisheries management 
and conservation. Therefore, your contribution in implementing MPAs would be very valuable.  
And, I hope that this workshop could be considered a draft framework outline for technical 
guidelines on MPAs and fisheries management. 
Again and again I hope that this workshop will be informed will be stimulated on a wide range of 
topics including concepts and definitions, case studies of MPAs, biological factors, economic and 
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social considerations, governance, legal aspects, and the interface between MPAs and fisheries 
management.  
Finally, this is an opportune time for me to declare “The National Technical Workshop: Marine 
Protected Area Management in Myanmar” is open officially. And I wish all two days of interesting 
and beneficial program and also that you have a pleasant stay in here, Myeik. 











Key notes speech by the representative from IUCN 
Deputy Minister, Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development 
Regional Minister, Ministry of Forest and Mining 
Representatives from government departments, private sector and NGO development partners 
Distinguished Guests, ladies and gentleman 
On behalf of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and the Mangroves for the Future 
Initiative, it is an honour to be here on the occasion of the opening ceremony for the Workshop on 
Marine Protected Areas Management in Myanmar, organized in partnership with Fauna and Flora 
International (FFI) with the leadership of the Department of Fisheries. 
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This workshop exploring the role of marine protected areas for the conservation of biodiversity for 
the long term sustainability of fisheries and other sectors in Myanmar is one of a series of activities 
that IUCN has supported since our initial support in the aftermath of cyclone Nargis in 2008. Since 
then we have been working consistently with the Myanmar NGO sector and government towards 
establishing Myanmar as a Member country of the Mangroves for the Future initiative, a regional 
coastal programme working to build resilience in coastal areas across 10 countries in Asia. Just last 
month the Mangroves for the Future National Coordinating Body in Myanmar established to drive 
the process of addressing strategic coastal management needs and project investments in Myanmar 
. Recognizing that complex issues of coastal resources management cannot be addressed by any 
single sector Ministry or department and must include civil society and private sector, the 
composition of the Mangroves for the Future National Coordinating body reflects this provides a 
platform for moving forward priority areas of interest. It is indeed very exciting to have Myanmar on 
board. 
The role that marine protected areas (MPAs) can play in promoting the health of our coastal and 
marine ecosystems has been recognized at the highest levels. The World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, the IUCN’s World Commission on Protected Areas, the Convention on Biological 
Diversity, and the G8 group of Nations called for establishment a global system of MPA networks by 
the year 2012. The global targets are clear but how can we bring some of this thinking to bear in the 
context of Myanmar? That is what this workshop will look at. 
There are three main reasons in the thinking to hold this workshop; 
1. A chance to present and feedback the results of the rapid biodiversity assessments for the 
Myeik Archipelago area (IUCN/ PSU and FFI) (and even the Nansen oceanographic survey) 
that this information can be used as the essential scientific underpinning for management 
decision for the sustainability of the natural resources of the Myeik Archipelago.  
Preliminary results from the surveys reaffirm some things we already expected but also 
some things that are a surprise but most importantly the results provide valuable 
information and important scientific underpinning for making decisions for the way forward 
for management to secure benefits for multiple stakeholders. 
2. To share knowledge and information on the concept and practice of marine protected areas 
management, recognizing that this is a relatively new idea for Myanmar. We would also like 
to explore options for how we might apply protected areas management in different ways to 
solve some of the resource management issues facing the Myeik Archipelago; from 
community protected areas, protected areas for fisheries management, to larger scale 
marine spatial planning that balances interests of multiple sector; fisheries (small-scale and 
commercial), tourism, energy,  
3. To see how we can move forward to collectively identify and decide on a common vision and 
some key practical steps that can be taken over the next 1-5 years to progress work 
protected areas management as appropriate. 
We have a number of people here to offer different experiences and ideas for consideration but 
most important will be how we take the ideas and adapt them as appropriate for the Myanmar 
context and this is where the discussions are equally if not more important so please participate 
actively.  
Before concluding, I would like to express deep appreciation for the close cooperation extended by 
the Minister of the Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development, Ministry of Forest and 
Mining 
FFI, BOBLME, FAO and other development partners, I would also like to thank Myanmar Fishers 
Federation for hosting such a lovely dinner last night that allowed some very interesting dialogues 
and exchange of ideas to start already. 
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I hope that this workshop will be valuable for all of you and inspire learning and good discussion 
identifying appropriate management solutions including consideration for how protected areas 
might be adapted. 
Thank you. 
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Situational analysis of Myeik Archipelago by Panwad Wongthong – IUCN 
  
  






Coastal and marine spatial planning: A tool for Integrated Coastal Management by Maeve 
Nightingale – IUCN 
  

















Marine Protected Areas: design and management by Petch Manopawitr – IUCN 
  
  


















































MPA/LMMA development next step by Frank Momberg – FFI 
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Works in MPA management in Bay of Bengal region promoted by BOBLME Project by 





























Case study I - Apo Island, Philippines: small-scaled, community-based MPA by Maeve 
Nightingale - IUCN 
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Case study II  Coral Triangle Initiative and Great Barrier Reef: large-scaled, regional MPA by James 



























Case study III - MPA and fisheries management: integrating fisheries management into marine 
reserve design and MPA development by Stephen Box - Smithsonian Institute 
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Case study V - The Andaman MPAs in Thailand: case studies of the world heritage nomination, 
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